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Menu

CONSUMME, EN TASSE

CELERY SALTED ALMONDS QUEEN OLIVE

FILETS OF OREGON SALMON, A LA FINANCIER

PICKLED PEAS POMMES, A LA VICTORIA

YOUNG TURKEY, STUFFED, CRANBERRY SAUCE

PARISSINE POTATOES IN CREAM

SMALL PATTIES OF OYSTER, A LA IRLANDaise

BRUNN PRAS

MAYONNAISE OF CHICKEN

WATER DRESSED LETTUCE

NEW YORK ICE CREAM

MUSSELS IN A LA QUEEN OLIVE

ASSORTED FRUITS

ANGEL'S FOOD GOLD CAKE

NUT CAKE

WATER CRACKERS ROQUEFORT CHEESE

JAVA COFFEE

Program

TOAST MASTER, W. E. POST.

INVOCATION.

THE COLLEGE WOMAN, "A noble type of soul, Brave and unswayed," A. W. CHAMBERLIN.

THE COLLEGE MAN, "A man he seems of cheer and courage And confident in hopes," S. J. COLE.

THE TRUE AMERICAN, "Ye, one-the first-the last-the best The Cincinnati of the West," DR. E. A. WAD.

MUSIC.

SELECTION FROM OPERA, "PAUL JONES," MC ELVAN'S ORCHESTRA,

OUR FRESHMEN, "Come forth into the light of day," G. D. SMITH, "A happy youth and their early days Are beautiful and free," A. N. DE LONG.

MUSIC.

VOCA L SOLO, "NEILINGER'S BOAT SONG," S. P. ROY,

CHOOSING A VOCATION, "No man is born into the world whose work Is not born with him," DR. A. C. SPEIGHT.

MUSIC.

MALE QUARTETTE, "EVENING," MESSRS. DICKY, CURDY, BERNAU AND DE LONG,

REALITIES, "Life is real, life is earnest," SARAH P. ALLS.

DREAMS, "I had a dream, which was not all a dream," C. S. HAYNE.